Coming soon: Ranking Analysis
IFLR1000 is developing a new service in partnership with leading lawyers and business development professionals, from global law firms and leading in-house counsel, to help analyse law firm rankings.

Who would benefit from using IFLR1000’s Ranking Analysis?

• **In-house counsel**: Review and compare law firms’ expertise, to help you to choose the right legal counsel anywhere in the world

• **Leading lawyers, business developers and marketeers**: Use Ranking Analysis to:
  – compare your firm’s rankings against competitors
  – track the performance of your teams
  – showcase your firm’s expertise in a Request For Proposal (RFP)
1. Easy-to-use ‘Build report’ functionality

- **Choose your report type** to define how you want to compare firms
- **Enter the firm names** you want to benchmark
- **Tailor your report** by selecting practice areas, jurisdiction(s) and year

**IFLR1000’s Ranking Analysis covers:**
- **Global and local** law firms
- **Over 120 jurisdictions**
- Firms’ performance **over the last 9 years**
Build an analysis portfolio

1. ‘Build report’ functionality

2. Track saved analysis in ‘Saved reports’

• All reports can be saved in portfolios and re-used for further analysis

• Export results to PDF, Excel and print
**Export professional reports**

**Firm Overview**

Allen & Overy has led the market throughout its 150-year history, continuing to bring new and original ways of thinking to the most complex challenges that their clients face. Allen & Overy serves businesses, financial institutions, and governments where there is a need for decisive legal advice across borders. In its 29 offices worldwide, Allen & Overy has one of the most effective and largest international law, local and European regulatory and market statistics and recent transactional examples show the success of this policy. Another feature of the firm’s recent strategy is its high-yield offering, led by Kevin Muzilla. This move is in line with the firm’s focus on debt capital markets and is part of the firm’s strategy to synchronize the team with its debt capital markets and structured finance and securitization practices.

**Areas of Practice**

**Banking and Finance - 2014**

In the banking practice, the firm has a host of talented partners but leading the team is David Broadley, head of the capital markets and derivatives practice. Timo Bartholak, global head of general banking and financial services, leads the team with key partners in the department, which has focused recently on debt and capital markets. The last year has seen the firm advise on a wide range of transactions, including the issuance of a high-yield bond; Saudi Electricity Company on a $2 billion sukuk issuance; and Acer Capital on an ICG Sedgemoor on its IPO. The firm also assisted KPN on its €2 billion hybrid bonds offering and a proposed equity capital raising.

**Restructuring and Insolvency - 2014**

The US-led practice is headed by Markster & Leavy, with leading restructuring practice led by Ian Field, Earl Griffith, Mark Sterling and Gordon Stewart. Clifford Chance is arguably the only other firm with a similar manpower in this area and clients recognize this. Building on the strength of its financing practice, the team also has a leading restructuring practice led by Ian Field, as well as a strong M&A practice. Recently, the firm has acted for RBS and Direct Line on the IPO of the latter and NMC Health on its IPO. The firm also assisted KPN on its €2 billion hybrid bonds offering and a proposed equity capital raising.

**Leading Lawyers**

Names mentioned most often are Jonathan Melzer, Jonathan McLean, Roger Webster and Donald-Clyde for debt matters; Graham Cameron and Edward Henry for equity; Clive Cook, Christian Lambie and Salim Nathoo for regulation and securitization.

**IFLR’s Ranking Analysis**

- **IFLR1000 Reviews**
  - **Firm profiles (1)**
  - **IFLR1000 Reviews (2)**
  - **Leading lawyers, covering key activities in the last 12 months (3)**

**Tailored reports** can be developed and easily exported to showcase a firm’s performance and added to an RFP.

**Reports can be customised and enhanced with additional data available on IFLR1000.com such as:**

1. Firm profiles
2. IFLR1000 Reviews
3. Leading lawyers
For more information please contact Richard Valmarana

• Call +44 (0)20 7779 8154
• Email rvalmarana@legalmediagroup.com